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OF All AIRPLA.WE WITH A TRIAH~ WDJG 
By Richard Scherrer and William R. Wimbraw 
An experimental investigation was oonduoted to determine the aero-
dynamio oharaoteristic8 of models ot a taille8s, pursuit-type, supersonio 
airplane 8Dlploying a wing of triangular plan torm. Several modifica.tions 
of the be.sio airplane were tested and data were obtained a.t two Reynolds 
number. at a Vaoh number 01' 1.5S. Measurements of lift, drag, and 
pitching moment were made through an angle-ot-attack range of _50 t o 
+150 , and measurements of side torce, drag, and yawing moment were made 
through an angle-of-ya. ... range of _10 to +90 • The wings were equipped 
with constant-chord, tra.iling-edge elevatorsJ and the vertioal f ins 
with constant-chord, trailing-edge rudders. The eleva.tor defleotion 
angle was varied from 00 to -17.80 • Ea.ch of two vertical-tail con-
figurations were tested with rudder angles of 00 and _90 • 
The eleva.tor effeotiveness was found to be independent of angle of 
a.ttack through the range investiga.ted and was found to vary linearly 
with elevator defleotion up to a oritica.l detlection angle whioh oould 
be predicted. It was a.lso found that the effectiveness of the elevators 
improved with increaUng Reynolds number. The models exhibited a. vari-
a.tion of drag with 111't whioh was only slightly greater than that pre-
dicted by -theory. 
Allot the models tested were longitudinally stable with the oenter 
of gravity located at 26 percent of the mean aerodynamic ohord. How-
ever, with the center of gra.vity in this position, 11.11 the oonfigurations 
were either direotionally unstable or exhibited a. degree of stability 
tha.t a.ppeara to be marginal. 
INTRODUCTION 
A wing of triangular plan form with its apex forward a.ppears to be 
suitable for certain types of supersonic aircra.i't because theory indi-
cates that such a wing should have sa.t1afactory subsonio and super~onio 
stability characteristics and low supersonic wave drag. (See referenoes 
1 and 2.) Recently the nC! has completed an experimental investigation 
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of wings of this type. (See referenoe 3.) Although theory and experi-
ment indicate satisfactory characteristics for ~gs of triangul~ plan 
forro. the eff&ct of adding a fuselage and controls to -this type of 
w±ng requires further investigation. Several types of trailing-edge 
flaps on triangular wings have been tested in the transonic range and 
the results of this investigation are reported in reference 4. Haw-
ever. the knowledge of control characteristio~ of ~ch wings at super-
sonic speeds is still very limited. 
The present investigation was undertaken to determine the aero-
~ic characteristics at a Mach number of 1.53 of several configura-
tions for a tailless, pur8Ult-~, supersonic airplane employing a 
wing of triangular plan form, and also to determine the control oharac-
teristics of constant chord elevators at the trailing edge of such a wing. 
SYMOOLS 
The following s,ymbols and aeroQynamic coefficients (referred to 
the wind axis) have been used herein: 
Crne 
1! 
('~C')e 
C~ 
... 
C
n
_ 
c 
2 
Cn~ 
4" 
Cy 
M.A.C. 
q 
drag ooefficient ( ~~g ) 
lif't coefficient (l!r) 
change in CL due to elevator 'deflection 
pitching-moment coeffioient ( pi tch~g moment) cqS 
pitching-moment coefficient referred to the 50-percent 
M.A.q. station 
ohange in c~ due to elevator deflection 
'2 
pitching-moment coefficient referred to the 25-percent 
M.A.C. station 
yawing-moment coefficient ref~lred to the 50-percent 
M.A.C. station 
yawing-moment coefficient referred to the 25-percent 
M.A.C. station 
side-force coefficient ( side force) qS 
mean aerodynamic chord, ~. inches 
dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot 
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s 
a 
Maoh number 
total wing area, square inohes 
exposed plan area of elevators, square inches 
angle of attaok, degrees 
rate of ohange of angle of attack with elevator deflection 
at a constant lift ooefficient 
elevator deflection angle, degrees 
rudder deflection angle, degrees 
angle of yaw, degrees 
Configuration ~bols 
Bs body with sharp-nose duct entranoe 
Bl a bod¥ with open duct entrance and 120 exterior nose angle 
K pilot's oanopy 
V1 lingle vertioal fin and rudder 
Va twin vertical fin and rudders at the wing tips 
w. o basic tria"ngu1ar wing with 60
0 leading-edge sweepbe.ok 
Wac! modified triangular wing with 1eadiDg-edge fillets 
APPARATUS 
Wind Tunnel and BlLlanoe Equipment 
3 
The investigation was oonducted in the Ames 1- by 3-foot supersonio 
wind tUIme1 No.1. '!'his wind tUImel is temporarUy equipped with a 
fixed nozzle designed for a Mach ' number of 1.5 with a 1- by 2~foot test 
seotion. The tunnel, balance, and other instrumentation are desoribed 
in detail in reference 5. However, in the present investigation, pitch-
ing moments were determined by measuring the bending moments in the 
sting support with .. strain gage instead of measuring the reaotions on 
the main balanoe springs as described in referenoe 5. This change 
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introduced a considerable improvement in the accuracy of the moment 
measurements. 
Models 
The airplane model tested is an example ofa pursuit-type airoraft 
intended for flight at supersonio speeds. Three-view drawings of the 
various configurations tested are shown in figure 1 and photographs of 
the models are shown in figures 2 through 5. The airplane has no hori-
zontal tail and has a fuselage which is large relative to the wing. 
This size relationship is dictated by the large volume-weight ratio of 
the ram-jet engine that is to be installed. 
The basic wing is an equilateral triangle in plan form and has no 
dihedral. An NACA 651-006.5 airfoil section is used at all spanwise 
stations. A modified triangular wing With leading-edge root fillets 
(fig. S) was also tested. Control surfaces of constant chord (fig. 1) 
that extend across the entire trailing edge of the wing are to provide 
longitudinal and lateral control. The elevator deflections were 
obtained by making a series of similar wings and bending the appro-
priate portion of the trailing edge of each to the desired angle. 
Two vertical fin-rudder configurations are proposed to provide 
directiono..l stability and control. One oonfiguration (fig. 2) has a 
1ar{;e triangular fin with a constant chord rudder and a small ventral 
fin. Like the wings, the angle of sweepback of the fin leading edge 
is 600 • Tp~ other configuration has twin Wing-tip fins, also with 
constant chord rudders as shown in figure 3. They too are modified 
equilateral triangles) the lower corner having been out off to provide 
ground clearance. 
Two body configurations were tested. One incorporated a shook dif-
fuser having a 500 cone at the duct entro..noe. as shdWn in figures 2 and 
3. The angle of the duct lip was also SOO and the minimum cross-
sectional area of the duct occurred at the entrance. The second body 
had an open-duct diversent entry, the exterior of which was formed by 
fairing a truncated 12 cone into the cylinderical 1'\1se1age a8 shown in 
figures 4 and 5. The minimum duct area of-this configuration also 
oocurred at the entrance, but unlike the previous canfiguration no super-
sonic compression was employed. The latter body was tested both with 
and without a pilot's canopy. (See fig. 4.) 
The models were assembled from interchangeable components that 
attached to an inner body which was drilled to fit over the end of the 
sting support and thereby provided a means of attaohing the model to the 
balanoe beam. The sting was shielded from aero~amio foroes by a 
shroud that extended to within one-sixteenth inoh of the base of the 
l 
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inner bo~. This gap allowed the neoessary longitudinal motion reault-
iug from the detleotion or the drag gages. An orifioe was provided in 
the sting adjacent to the base or the inner bo~ to measure the pressure 
aoting on the base. 
METHODS 
Test Methods 
In the rirst phase of the tests, aerodynamio toroes and moments 
in pitoh were determined through an angle-of-attaok range of -So to 
+ So, the normal deflection range or the balance beam. In the next 
phase, the angle-of-attack range was extended fram 5° to 150 by 
replacing the straight sting support with a sting having a 100 initial 
angle. ' Photographs of models installed for both of these phases 
appear in rigure 6. In eaoh test 'lift, drag, and pitching moments 
were me~sured in 10 angle-of-attaok increments. As a result of the 
derleotion of the balance beam and the sting, the low angle-or-attaok 
range of the model was slightly greater than the range or the beam. 
At the high positive angles of attack, the forces acting on the model 
were great enough to derleot the sting until it fouled against the 
surrounding shroud. This prevented angles beyond 10° or 12° .fram 
being attained at the high ~io pressure oorresponding to the 
larger Reynolds number. 
In the third phase of the test program the various coDrigurations 
were tested through an angle-or-yaw range or _10 to +9°. This was 
aooomplished by mounting the models in the tunnel with the span or the 
wings in a vertioal plane as shown in figure 6(0) and by using a 
sting with a 40 initial angle. Side-force, drag, and yawing moment 
were measured at 1° increments or angle of yaw. 
In all three phases, the angle of attack (or angle ot yaw) of 
the model under load was measured with a vertical cathetometer and, 
as a check, was also oalculated .from the measured lift (or side 
foroe) and a predetermined spring constant for the balance beam and 
sting. Both of these methods are described in reference 3. 
All models were tested at two Reynolds numbers, 0.71 X 10· and 
1.13 X 106 , based on the mean aerodynamio chord of the wing. The 
Reynolds number variation was obtained by varying the total pressure 
in the wind tunnel. 
Method or Analysis 
Al l measured toroes were reduced to standard dimensionless 
coefficients and, to faoilitate oomparisons, coefficients for all 
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configurations were based on the dimension. ot contiguration B. Weo "\. 
These dimensions are given in table I. 
All drag data have been oorreoted for the effeot of the preuve 
acting on the base of the imler body. 
In order to reproduce as olosely as possible the flaw oonditiona 
that would exist over the exterior of the full-aoale airplane, it was 
necessary to provide for air flow through the internal duot of the .odel. 
It was considered impractioal, however, to .. sign the interior of the 
model to correspond exactly to the interior of the aotual airplane. 
Therefore, to apply the results obtained !'rom the .odel te.ts to aotual 
fligh t conditions it is neoessary to subtract the inorement of drag 
oaused by the internal flow in the model !'ram the total JDeasured drag 
and replace i t with a Value corresponding to the internal drag of the 
aotual airplane. An approximate Talue tor the internal drag of the 
models utilizing the Bs duot entranoe was obtained in the tollowing man-
ner: First the drag of the B8 fuselage without wings or vertioal fins 
was determined experimentally. Then the 500 entranoe oone of the B. 
entrance was replaced by another oone that oompletely' plugged the cmot 
entranoe. This eliminated the internal flow and oonsequently the in-
ternal drag. To reproduce the original drag or pressure distribution 
over the exterior of the fuselage aft of the ocnrling lip, two oonditions 
had to be met: first, the stream angle at the lip had to be the same a. 
with the normal entranoe, and seoond, the pressure at the lip ~d to be 
the same. Acoording to oa1culations the fir.t oondition required a 390 
cone to block the passage and the .eoond a 480 oone. Sinoe both condi-
tions could not be fulfilled simu1taneous~. the ruselage was tested with 
both oones. The pressqre drags for the 39 • 480 , and 500 nose oonea 
were oalculated by the method of Taylor and Waoooll. (See referenoe 6.) 
The internal drag was then assumed to be given by the following equation: 
Dint mal _ DB (DBa s-ll.3s-D39b) + (Da. 8-D. e-D •• b) Da a e  s ________________ _ 
2 
where 
Das measured drag of Bs fuselage with normal 60° oone 
n... measured drag of fuselage with 39° oone 
""Jja8 
DB measured drag of fuselage with 48° oone 
48 
D3S calculated drag of 390 oone 
D.& oalculated drag of 48° cone 
~o calou1ated drag of 500 cone 
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D39}, measured base drag of fuselage with seo ocme 
D<&ab Matured bale drag of fusela.ge with 48° oone 
Preoision of Results 
The aocuracy of the experimental data oan be determined by esti-
mating the unoertainty of the individual measurements whioh enter 
into the determination of the final result.. The over-al1 uncertainty 
of any given parameter can then be obtained b,y geometrio .ummation ot 
the uncertainty of ea.oh ot the factors entering the final value ot 
that parameter. '!'his method of acouracy analysis, desoribed in detail 
in reference 3, hal been applied to the determination of the .. ero-
~c ooefficient. for this inve.tigation. Since the accuracy of 
the results varies nonuniformly with the magnitude of the foroes 
involved (as described in reference S), an analys1a was made for the 
arbitrary values of 0.2 lift coefficient, 0.06 drag coefficients, and 
0.01 moment ooefficient. These ooefficients are intermediate values 
obtained for the Bs Wao VI oonfiguration with no elevator def1eotion. 
The following values for the uncertainty of the lift, drag, and 
moment ooeffioients were obtainedz 
CL and Cy :t O.OOS 
CD :t 0.001 
Cme and Cm! :t 0.004 
"'.1 ~ 
The major factor 'oontributing to the unoertainty in the moment 
coefficient was the diffioulty itt acourately determining the distanoe 
between the effective oenter of the sting moment gage and the centroid 
of the wing. An error in the measurement of this distanoe introduce. 
an error in the measured moment coeffioient that is constant for ~t 
partioular model installation. Consequently the elope. of the JIIOlII8nt 
curves oan be determined much more accurately than can the actual 
numerical values of the coefficient. Thill is demonstrated by the . 
abrupt discontinui tiel that occur in the moment curve. at the point 
where the ohange il made from the data obtained with the l~ angle of 
attaok, straight sting, to that obtained with the high angle, bent · 
sting. 
As in reference 3, the uncertainty of the angle-of-e.ttack measure-
ment is :t:0.15° and the Mach number may vary by :t:O.Ol. 
The average Reynolds numbers for the investigation are 1,130,000 
and 710,000, but due to variations in tunnel pressure and temperature 
the actual value may T&ry from one te.t run to another by :t20 ,000. 
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The determination of the actual deflection angles of the control 
surfaces was made extremely difficult by the small size of the models 
and the fact that these surfaces were bent rather than machined to 
the desired angle. As a result there was a bend radius rather than a 
definite hinge line. However, the elevator deflections were measured 
carefully at six uniformily spaoed stations across the span of each 
wing and the average of these six measurements is used in presenting 
the data. It is believed that the individual measurements were accurate 
to ±O.OSo but the values for the various stations across the span of a 
given wing varied by as tmloh as ±2° from the average values. 
The rudder-deflection angles were subjeot to variations similar 
to those of the elevators and, in addition, the chords of the rudders 
were not oonstant throughout their length. Consequently no attempt 
was made to measure the rudder-defleotion angles with a high degree 
of accuracy and the nominal Talue of _90 for the effective deflection 
angle of both rudder configurations is subject to an unoertainty of 
at least ± 10 • 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Tests in Pitch, Controls Neutral 
The variations of lift, drag, and pitchi~ moment with angle of 
attack were determined for all oonfigurations (table II) through an 
angle-of-attack range of _50 to +15°. In this portion of the investi-
gation all the oonfigurations were tested with neutral elevators and 
rudders. 
The internal drtg coeffioient for the Bs oonfigura~ions was 
determined at zero angle of attack by the previously discussed method 
and is plotted in the appropriate figures. The internal drag oorreo-
t 'ion is assumed to be constant for angles ot attaok up to 50. 
Configurations Ba and Bs W60 .- The data presented in figure 7 
indicate that the body represents the major portion of the drag of 
the particular configuration. The 11ft-ourve slope (:;. = 0.045) 
of the Ba Wso oonfiguration is in general agreement with that obtained 
for a similar plan-form wing in the investigation reported in reference 
3. The pitching-moment ooeffioient exhibits a definite nonlinear 
variation with changing angle of attack. As a result the neutral 
point varied with angle of attack. Because of this effect, the moment 
data are shown for two center-of-gravity positions (25 percent and 
50 percent M.A.C.) rather than moment curve slope as a function of 
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center-of-gravi~ position.' The wing-bo~ oombination is slightly . 
unstable at zero lift with the oenter of' gravity at the 50-percent 
M.A.C. position. 
9 
A oomparison of the curves of figure 8 indicates that the meas-
ured drag is only slightly greater than would be predioted by the 
linear theory, considering leading-edge suotion. This result is not 
in agreement with the data. presented in r eferenoe S for a wing of' 
similar plan form but with an isosoeles triangle for the airfoil 
section. Part of the apparent leading-edge suotion efteot shown in 
figure 8 is undoubtedly due to the use of subsonio airtoil seotion. 
However, it is possible that there is a favorable interaotion betwaen 
the wing and body pressure fields because of the size of the body in 
relation to the wing. This latter possibility is indioated by the 
small drag increment at zero lift between the drag of the Bs and Bs l\o 
oonfigurations. (See fig. 7.) The results of the present investiga-
tion indicate either leading-edge suotion or w1ng-bo~ interaction 
effects but do not indio ate whioh effeot predominates or wh¥. Further 
research is neoessary to provide an answer to thi. question. 
/ 
Configurations Be WI Q VI and;' a WID Vl .- A oomparison ot the 
data in figure. 9 and 10 reveal. that the oonfiguration utilizing the 
B la bo~ has approximately 20 peroent le .. measured minimum drag than 
the otherwi.e similar oonfiguration with the 'Bs body. Although the 
internal drag of' the Bu body may be lonr than that of the Bs body, 
this could not be expeoted to account for the entire differenoe in 
total drag because the internal drag of the B. body is about 25 
peroent of the total drag of the oomplete oonfiguration. The duot-
entranoe areAs for the Bs and B12 oonfigurations were almost identioal 
but the entranoe conMtions were suffioiently different so that the 
internal air-flow rate for the Bs body .... s of the order of 25 percent 
greater than that of the Bli bodyo Although this might indicate a 
greater internal drag for the Bs oonfiguration, the unknown differenoes 
in internal pres8Ure due to the duot shapes and internal friotion make 
any general oonolusions impossible. 
The sohlieren photograph. of the two configuratiOns (figs. 11 
and 12) offer a possible explanation for the higher drag of the B. 
oonfigurations. Figure 11 'hows that the bow shook wave of the 
Bta We 0 VI oonfiguration 1s attaohed to the elltranoe lip and is 
oompletely nalland by the duct. · Figure 12 shows the. t a normal .hook 
wave stands off the lip ot the Bs entrance. An entranoe of this type 
i8 most effioient when the shock W&ve ori~inating at the nose ot the 
entrance oone intersects the lip of the entranoe, when the lip angle 
of the entranoe is identioal with the local: stream angle, and when 
the lip tapers to zero thickness. None of these oonditione were met 
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in the model tested and consequently, as is ahown, the normal shock 
T~ve was slightly detached f'r~ the duct lip. 
The lif't-curve slope of' the wing-body oombination (Bs '\0) was 
unchanged by the addition of' the V1 vertical tail, and the minimum 
drag coef'f'icient was increased by only 2 percent. The pitching-
moment-ooef'f'ioient ourves are nonlinear and indicate a small degree 
ot instability at zero lif't about the 50-peroent M.A.C. center-of-
gravity position and a definite degree ot stability about the 25-
percent M.A.C. oenter-ot-gravity position. The shape of the moment 
ourves is such that the longitudinal stability would increase and 
then decrease with increasing lift. 
The lif't-curve slope tor the Bl ~ '\ 0 Vl configuration is the same 
as that f'or the Bs Weo VI conf'iguration, but the longitudinal stability 
is slightly less. 
Configuration Bs Wso V~._ Comparison of the data in figures 9 
and 13 shows that the drag of the single-fin and twin-tin oonfigura-
tions are almost identical. however, the lif't-curve slope of the twin-
fin configuration is 0.002 less .than that of the single-fin oonfigura-
tion (0.045). based on the same wing area. This change can be 
accounted tor by consideration of' the ohange ~ wing area (table I). 
The change in vertical-fin configuration had a negligible etfect on 
the longitudinal stability. 
Configuration ~ Wso FV1 .- The Weo F wing incorporates leading-
edge fillets which were designed to decrease the wave drag of the root 
of the basic Weo win~. Comparison of figures 10 and 14 shows that the 
addition of' these fillets had no measurable ef'f'ect on the drag or 
lif't-ourve slope and that the complete model with the W6 rJ' wing was 
less stable longitudinally due to the f'orward movement of' the center 
of' pressure. Either the wave drag was not de~reased as expected or 
the effect was counteracted by the increase in friotion drag of the 
additional surface area and by minor differences in the internal drag. 
Configuration ~ KWs V~.- A comparison of the drag curves of 
figures 16 and 15, neg1ec%ing the drag increment due to the change in 
tail conf'iguration. shows that the drag increment due to the pilot's 
canopy is approximately 6 percent . of' the measured drag of the 
1\ 2 KWso Va configuration. The lif't-ourve slope and longitudinal 
stability were unaff'ected by the addition of the pilot's canopy. 
Tests in Yaw 
The data obtained from the yaw tests are shown in figures 16 to 
- ---- -
l 
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19 inclusive. The variation of drag. side force. and yawing-moment 
ooefficients with angle of yaw for the Bs Wao oonfiguration is shawn 
in figure 16. The wing-body combination is definitely direotionally 
unstable, but the addition of the VI vertical tail causes the air-
plane to be direotionall¥ stable at least about the 25-peroent M.A.C. 
position. (See fig. 17.) The Va vertical-fin configuration was not 
as effective as the VI configuration and did not cause the airplane 
to be directionally stable. (See fig. 18.) 
The B 12 Weo VI configuration wns directionally unsta.b1e about the 
25-percent M~.C. point and t he addition of the pilot's canopy caused 
the airplane to be even more directionally unstable. (See fig. 19.) 
Elevator and Rudder Effectiveness 
The Bs W 0 VI configuration was tested in pitoh with rudder 
neutral and e~8Vator defleotions of 0°, _6.5°, _9.9° and -17.8°. and 
in yaw with elevators neutral and rudder deflections of 0° and _9°. 
The Be Weo Va configuration was tested in pitch with rudders neutral 
and elevator deflections of 0° and -10.90s and in yaw with elevators 
neutral and rudder deflections of 0° and _9°. 
The effect of a detached bow wave, which would occur in flight 
at oert'ain power settings, on the stability arid control of the 
Bs Vi6Q VI oonfiguration with _9.90 elevator defleotion is shown in 
figure 20. A 0.875-inch diameter washer was installed between the 
entranoe oone and the inner body of the model with the result that 
the shock wave originating at the duct lip detached and moved forward 
onto the entranoe cone about half way to the cone tip. The three-
oomponent data from this test are shown in figure 20(a). The lift. 
drag, and pitching-moment data for the configuration with the normal 
internal flow are shown for comparison in figure 20(b). A comparison 
of the two figures indicates that there would be no ' stability or trim 
chan&e due to the fonvard movement of the shock wave, but that the 
minimum drag would increase by 28 percent for the partic.ular condit i on 
of internal blookage which was tested. 
Figures 21 and 22 show the variation of lift with angle of attack 
for various elevator deflections for the Bs Wso V1 and Bs ~60 Va 
configurations, respectively. The data are presen~d for the 
BS \'[ao VI configuration at two Reynolds numbers. These data are 
cross-plotted in figures 23 and 24 to show the variation of lift with 
elevator deflection. 
Figures 25, 26, 27, and 28 show the variation of pitching moment 
with angle of attack for the various elevator deflections for the 
1 
• 
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Bs v'iso V1 and Bs liso V. configurations. In figures 25 and 26 the 
moments are taken about a pcint at 50 percent of the M.A.C., in 
figures 27 and 28 at 25 percent of the. M.A.C. As before the data 
for the Bs W60 V1 configuration are presented for two Reynolds . 
numbers. The data from these curves are cross-plotted in figures 29, 
30, 31, and 32 to show the vnri.ution of pitching moment with elevator 
deflection for the various angles of attaok. -
The effect of approximately _90 rudder deflection on drag, side 
force, and J'a.wing moment for the Bs WeD V 1 configuration is shown in 
fi GUre 17. Similar data for the Bs Wso V 2 configuration are ·shown in 
. fiGure 18. Comparison of the two figures shows tha·t the Bs 1160 V 1 
configuration has the greater rudder effectiveness} the change in 25 
percent M.A.C. yawing-moment coefficient per degree of rudder defleo-
tion bein~ approximately -0.0003 for the Bs Weo ·V1 configuration and 
-0.0002 for the Bs Weo V 2 oonfiguration. 
The wing-elevator combination and the vertical fin-rudder combi-
na.tion of the airplane tested in this investigation are very similar 
in that they are ·both triangular plan-form airfoils with constant-
chorrd flaps. Therefore, the aerodynamic chftracteristics should be 
similar and any theoretical treatment that can be applied to one 
should be equally applicable to the other. 
Considering the elevators, inspection of ~e ourves reveal. that 
both lift and pitching moments exhibit a variation with angle of 
atta.ck that is essentially linear. The rate of variation appear. to 
be independent of elevator deflection. Lift and moment alao T&ry 
linearly with elevator deflection up to a deflection angle of approxi-
mately 13°. Above this angle of deflection the effectiveness of the 
elevator decreases. this critical angle can be predioted from the 
characteristics of two-dimensional oblique shook waves. 
I t can be shown that an oblique shook wave cannot exilt beyond I. 
certain limiting flow deflection angle, which is a fUnction of the 
stream Mach number. Therefore it would be expeoted that when the 
elevator is deflected sufficiently to produce the oritical flaw deflec-
tion anzle, the oblique shock at the leading edge of the eleTator would 
detach and become a normal shock wave ahead of the elevator. Caloula-
tions indicated that the shock we.ve detachment would occur at 12.50 
elevator deflection at a Mach num~er of 1.53. 
l'Ee cOIlD'"'lonly used parameters of eleVator effectiveness tnit can 
be cva l un.ted from the data obta ined in this inve·stigation are the 
slope of t he Ii f't-elevator deflection curve ~ and the slope 
oOe 
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oC 
ot the pitohing-moment elevator-defleotion ourve 80m• A third 
oC e 
parameter ao may be obtained by dividing --1. by the 11ft-curve OC OOe 
slope 8;- These slopes were measured at Oe': 00 but, beoause of 
the linear nature of the curves of the basic data, the values tabu-
iated b elaw may be assumed to apply over the entire angle-ot-attaok 
range investi~ated and tor elevator det1eotions up to 12°. 
The e~~ectiveness of the constant-chord elevator for the complete 
tr·iangular wing can be predicted very olosely by an application of 
Ackeret's theory. (See reference 7.) The application of this theory 
depends on two assumptions: (a) that the elevator is essentially a 
rectangular flat plate with no end effects, and (b) that no interaction 
occurs between the elevators and the wing. With these assumptions, 
the change in lift due to the elevator ~eflection is given by the 
following equation: 
The change in the 50-percent M.A.C. pi tching moment is given by: 
. 
:e (1- :e ) 
Values of the eftectiveness parameters obtained are given in the 
following table: 
Configuration Bs Wao Va Bs Wso V1 Bs Wso V1 
(Experiment) (Theo_ry) 
Reynolds Number 1.13 x 106 0.71 x 106 1.13 x 106 
OCL 0.0069 0.0075 0.0087 ' 0.0095 . 
OOe 
ao .157 .167 .191 .211 * 
Oem t1 c~ 
-.0033 -.0037 -.0040 . -.0040 OOe 
:cm A c~ 
-.0051 -.0058 -.0060 -.0064 Oe 
• Experimental :~L used in determining this value. 
L ____ _ 
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Figure 33 shoW's that the experimental data agree wi th the theory 
up to the critical deflection angle discussed previously. The good 
agreement between theory and experiment is partially due to the com-
pensating effect of neglectine both the loss of lift at the elevator 
tips and the carry-over of the additional lift pnto the fuselage. 
The theoretical equations do not i nclude viscosity effects and 
comparison of the various effectiveness par amet ers shows that the 
moment-producing effectiveness §~m. which was predicted most closely 
e 
by theory. var i ed very little between t he two Reynolds numbers at 
which tests were made. On the other hand there is considerable 
var i at i on in the lift-producing effectiveness ~CL with Reynolds 
u6 e 
numbe~ but the trend is such that the theory should more closely 
predict the measured value as the test Reynolds number inoreases 
toward full-scale values. 
A comparison of the effectiveness parameters in the foregoing 
table, based on the area of the full triangular wing, indicates that 
the installation of wing-tip fins had an adverse effect. When the 
changes in wing and elevator areas are considered, however, the 
elevator effectiveness is unchanged. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The effectiveness of constant-chord trailing-edge elevators on 
a tr i angular plan-form wing was found to be independent of angle of 
attack throu~h the range investigated and the effectiveness was 
found .to vary linearly with elevator deflection up to a critical 
angle which could be predicted. It was also found that the elevator 
effectiveness increased somewhat with increasing Reynolds number 
with correspondine improvement in the agreement between experimental 
and theoretical elevator effectiveness. 
All the models tested were longitudinally stable with the center 
of eravity located at 25 percent ~f the mean aerodynamic chord. How-
ever. with center of gravity in this position, all of the configura-
tions were either directionally unstable or exhibited a degree of 
stability that appears to be marginal. 
The models tested exhibited a variation of drag with lift which 
was only slightly greater than that predioted by theory. Additional 
research is necessary to determine whether the indicated forward 
HACA Rl4 No. A1J05 16 
rotation of the resultant force Tector i. due to the airfoil .ectian 
characteristics or to favorable wing-bo~ interaction. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautioa, 
Moffett Field, Calif. 
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fABLE 1.- 1I0DEL DIDBBI0BS 
Contiguration Ba1\soVl Baw.soVa 
Total wine arM, Iq izl. 13.18 12.T2 
Total ele~tor area, aq in. 2.08 1.68 
Total Tertical tin arM. aq in. 2.00a 2.06 
TOtal rudder area, Iq ill. O.M! O.S62 
II.A.C. leDlth, in. 3.18 S.28 
Span, h. - 6.62 "."8 
OYer .. l1 length, in. T.S6 T.SS 
-
ha.l",e diam.ter, tin •. 1.S1 1.Sl 
Data 
Variation ot 11ft. drag. and pitoh1D£ 
aaaent with aD«le or attaok with 
neutral oontro1 •• 
Variation ot aide toroe. drag. and 
yawing aoaent with angle ot yaw. 
Variation or 11ft with angle or attack 
tor Tal"ioua ele~tor defieotiOlUl. 
Variation or 11ft wi th el.~tor 
detleotion &aile. 
Variation ot 6O-percent Il.A.C. pitoh1D£ 
--.t wi th ~le ot attack 'for 
~1CN8 e1e~tor d.tleoticma. 
Variation or 26-peroent 1l • .I..C. pltob1JIC 
moment with angle ot attaok tor 
'ftI'ioua elefttor den.otlou. 
Variation ot 50-percent •• A.C. pltoh1Dc 
~t with .1efttor defieotion. 
variation ot 25-peroent •• .I..C. pltoh1ac 
acaent with .le~tor detleotiOll. 
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Figure 18. - Variation of drag, side - force, and ,owing - mOmtJnt coefficients with angle of yow 
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Figure 21. - Effect of elevator deflection on the variation of 11ft 
coefficient with angle of attock for configuration B.r~o'1. 
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Figure 21. - Concluded. 
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Figure 22. - Effect of elevator deflection on the variation of 
lift coefficient with angle of attack for configuration Bs ~o ~ 
at 113 X 106 Reynolds number. 
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Agure 23. - Variation of lift coefficient with elevator deflection 
at several angles of attack for configuration Bs ~o '1' 
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Figure 24. - Variation of lift coefficient with elevator deflection 
at several angles of attock for configuration Bs W60 ~ of 
1.13 X /06 Reynolds number. 
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Figure 25. - Effect of elevator deflection on the variation of 
50 percent m.o.c. pitching-moment coefficient with angle 
of allack for configuration Bs W60V,· 
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Figure 26.- Effect of elevator deflection on the variation of 
50 percent m.a.c. pitching -moment coefficient with angle 
of attack for configuration BsU{;o~ at 1/3 X 10 6 Reynolds 
number. 
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Figure 27.- Effect of elevator deflection on the variation 
of 25 percent m.a.c. pitching':' moment coefficient with 
angle of attack for configuration Bs~o V, . 
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Figure 27 - Concluded. 
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Figure 28 - Effect of elevator deflection on the variation of 
25 percent m. a. c. pitching-moment coefficient with angle of 
attack for configuration Bs .~o '1 at /./3 X /06 Reynolds 
number. 
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Figure 29.- Variation of 50 percent m. a. c. pitching-moment 
coefficient with elevator deflection at several angles of attack 
for configuration Bs ~o L1 . 
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Figure 30. - Variation of 50 percent m. a. c. pitching-moment 
coefficient with elevator deflection at several angles of 
ottack for configuration 8s Jf.60 ~ at 113 X 10 6 
Reynolds number. 
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Figure 31 - Variation of 25 percent m. a. c. pitching-moment 
coefficient with elevator deflection at several angles of 
attock for configuration 8$ H60 '1 . 
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Figure 31. - Concluded . 
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Figure 32. - Variation of 25 percent m.a.c. pitching - moment 
coefficient with elevator deflection of several angles of 
attock for configuration BsW60Ve at I. /3 X 106 Reynolds 
number . 
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Figure 33. - Experimental and theoretical effects of elevator 
deflection on lift coefficient and SO percent m. a. c. pitching-
moment coefficient . 
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